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Compact high-quality front and back split machine

Experience
dane split 50 saw the light at groenlund machine works in the early sixties. dane 
split 50 is a reliable, dependable and high-quality product and the basic concept 
and design still applies today – however implementing the latest technology as 
well.

Functions
dane split 50 is constructed to provide extreme perfection and high output on 
front as well as back splits of even the thinnest types of self-adhesive materials. 
Based on our advanced high quality steel cylinder, the unique cutting blades and 
the feeding system, the dane split 50 can provide a constant high output of a high 
quality.

Operation
The cutting depths and the distance between cutting heads of the dane split 
50 can easily be adjusted and the unique knives of carbide tungsten metal 
with extremely long life secure a constant, reliable and precise cutting result. 
Furthermore, on the dane split 50, it is possible to move the feeding table 
sideways.

Construction
The basic construction is of high quality steel and manufactured according to CEN 
NORM 1010-1/2 and is CE-marked.
 
Economy
Our dane split 50 secures the lowest possible consumption of electricity, which 
combined, with a minimum of service, maintenance and make-ready time render a 
good economy and a fast return on investment.

If you want dependable and efficient high-quality cutting result of front as well as 
back splits and at the lowest possible cost, dane split 50 is the perfect choice for 
you. Once you have chosen dane split 50, we are confident that you will also be a 
satisfied Dane customer.

We invite you to be a  

happy customer

A machine is more than just 

a machine. Oftentimes, it has 

a complicated construction  

that at the same time must be 

effective, durable and easy to 

handle and install, and use as 

few resources as possible.

Groenlund Machine Works 

manufactures functional, prac-

tical and economic machines  

in high-tech Scandinavian de-

sign. Several of our machines 

are industrial classics.  

Our       not only stands for 

Groenlund and our many years 

of experience, but also for our 

good quality. Therefore we are 

confident that you will also be  

a satisfied Dane customer.

screen printing:

a difficult work process –

labour intensive

+

dane machines:

automating work process –

saving labour

equals:

greater job satisfaction,

higher profits and

a cleaner environment

Contact:

Groenlund machine works ltd.

43 - 47 Jernholmen

dk – 2650 hvidovre

phone +45 3234 6000

fax     +45 3234 6010

e-mail: ggroup@ggroup.dk

www.ggroup.dk

Øverste indre rum drejet lodret
Kasse rettet ind
stroke 1,5 pt


